
MINUTES OF UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
COLLEGE PANHELLENIC ASSOCIATION

[6, April, 2022]

The regular meeting was called to order by President Alli Calvert at 3:36 pm. The roll was called
by Vice President of Administration Alyssa Russo. A quorum was present.

READING OF THE PANHELLENIC CREED
We, as undergraduate Members of women’s fraternities, stand for good scholarship, for guarding
of good health, for maintenance of fine standards and for serving, to the best of our ability, our
college community. Cooperation for furthering fraternity life, in harmony with its best
possibilities, is the ideal that shall guide our fraternity activities. We, as Fraternity Women, stand
for service through the development of character inspired by the close contact and deep
friendship of the individual fraternity and Panhellenic life. The opportunity for wide and wise
human service, through mutual respect and helpfulness, is the tenet by which we strive to live.

Roll Call

Alpha Delta Pi YES
Alpha Epsilon Phi YES
Alpha Xi Delta YES
Chi Omega YES
Delta Delta Delta YES
Delta Zeta YES
Gamma Phi Beta YES
Kappa Alpha Theta YES
Kappa Delta YES
Kappa Kappa Gamma YES
Pi Beta Phi YES
Zeta Tau Alpha YES

GUESTS: The following guests were present:
● Daniella & Xely

○ Thank you to Panhellenic for voting in the elections
○ Applications for Executive Cabinet are open close on April 15th at 5pm



There was a motion by a general census by Panhellenic President Alli Calvert to approve the
previous minutes of the meeting on [3/30/2022].

Hannah Lewis, Pi Beta Phi Pan Delegate, motioned to approve the previous minutes of
the meeting on [3/30/2022] by a general census.

Maddy Rametta, Alpha Delta Pi Pan Delegate, seconded the motion to approve the
previous minutes of the meeting on [3/30/2022] by a general census.

PREVIOUS MINUTES: The previous minutes of the meeting on [3/30/2022] were approved as
distributed

OFFICER REPORTS
President- Alli Calvert: pan@ucf.edu

● Congratulations on a successful Kappa Delta Shakedown!
○ All the performances were amazing!

● The UCF Violence Against Women Cluster, in partnership with UCF Student Health
Services, is conducting a study on relationship violence among college students. The
purpose of this study is to develop a screening mechanism for use within Student Health
to help identify students who may need support related to relationship violence. They are
hoping to recruit 25 students to participate in a one-on-one interview on this topic.

○ Reach out to me if you would like to participate!
● Council President’s Meeting Tonight at 6:30 pm on Zoom!
● Only 2 Pan Meetings Left

○ 4/13 @ Zeta Tau Alpha
○ 4/20 @ Kappa Kappa Gamma

● So excited to get into recruitment season!
● Please remember Pan Exec is always here for you! Feel free to reach out at anytime, you

can e-mail us, come into the office, use our suggestion box!

Executive Vice President- Caitlin Moore: ucfpanevp@gmail.com

● A reminder that last week I sent all the President, Advisors, and Pan Dels the updated
versions of the Bylaws and Recruitment Rules and the Special Meeting’s minutes from
the March 17th meeting

● This past weekend, I hosted the training and orientation for the Judicial Board! We met
in-person with a few ladies on Zoom.

○ As mentioned last week, the theme was focused on “Knowing Your Rules”
■ We covered all of the Bylaws, Recruitment Rules, and the Code of Ethics.

We also looked at the timeline and process for amending the governing
documents, Robert’s Rules, and a detailed look at the judicial process
(what violations are, how infractions work, how the judicial process works
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from informal discussion to mediations all the way to judicial hearings and
appealing decisions to NPC).

■ We ended with some examples of proposed changes, how they can help
me in suggesting changes to our rules, and finally did a Kahoot.

● I finished another round of proposals to change our governing documents. I sent those out
to our Advisor and Pan Exec, and to our NPC Area Advisor. I’m now waiting to hear
back from NPC before I can move forward. I’ll keep you all updated.

○ Just to preview what was included, these proposals cover additions to some Exec
positions’ duties, a new section for Exec Assistants, informal ways to amend
grammatical and typographical errors, and some expansions to our Recruitment Rules,
including types of footwear allowed.

● Tonight is the last Recruitment Team/Rho Gamma meeting! Sadly, I can’t go because of
class, but my wonderful Assistant, Reece, will be delivering a presentation I made that
will educate everyone on the  infractions (what they are, how to write and file them, and
the basic judicial procedures) as well as relevant sections of the Recruitment Rules and
ways to avoid breaking them, and finally, discuss the importance of our Code of Ethics.

● BOTW: Philanthropy Restriction Standing Rule
○ Last week, I introduced my “Bylaw of the Week” initiative.
○ Each week, I will highlight one of our Panhellenic Bylaws or Recruitment Rules

to increase awareness and education of our policies.
○ Key takeaways from this rule:

■ Philanthropy events are limited to four expectations
● We cannot host or participate in philanthropy competitions with

more than four expectations!
○ Expectations include but are not limited to: events, partial

proceeds, banners, food events, social media campaigns,
dance competitions, and carwashes.

■ Chapters may not receive wet events as reward for winning a
philanthropic event.

■ All packets must be submitted and approved by me, the EVP, before they
can be distributed to any chapters.

Vice President of Internal Recruitment- Brooke Campbell: ucfpaninternal@gmail.com

● Thank you to everyone who let us come into their chapter the past two weeks - I am
looking forward to going to more.

● Last in person recruitment team meeting tonight
○ We are celebrating with a potluck with all of the rho gammas! Although I am sad

this is the last meeting in person until spirit week, I am so excited to continue
working with the entire team throughout the duration of the summer and really
prepare for all of the details of recruitment. They will also be meeting before and
after each day of spirit week and recruitment too, so our time in person is nowhere
near the end. Their job is not easy, but I believe in every single one of them.

● I am meeting with the recruitment directors and the new member educators to discuss bid
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day next week
● I am getting a lot of big things ordered for recruitment right now - such as shirts, tents,

and golf carts. Things are getting real!

Vice President of External Recruitment- Kali Rojas: ucfpanexternalrecruitment@gmail.com

● This week we started the last bit of Spring tabling, this time for promoting Primary
Recruitment itself. After changing up our frequency of tabling and our locations we’ve
seen a lot of pick-up in interested women passing by and engaging with the table.

● We currently are a few PNMs away from our first 100 registered PNMs!
● I am in the works of providing summer opportunities for more Panhellenic women that

are not in Panland to be able to participate in promoting Primary Recruitment on behalf
of PAN in an unbiased and chapter neutral way so keep an eye out for that.

● Once again I am asking you to SPREAD THE WORD ABOUT RECRUITMENT!!! This
is the best time of the year to register as it is at the lowest price that registration will be
this year so share your Panhellenic stories with your not-yet-Greek friends, send them my
way, direct them to a rho gamma you know, or even just steer them in the direction of the
PAN Instagram.

● If you refer your friend to register for recruitment, have them put your name in the “How
did you hear about us?” section instead of just putting “friend”, I will be entering all
those names into a raffle for a little prize as a reward for spreading the word about
recruitment and the benefits of our community!

● I have also set up a website for PNMs and PNM’s Parents to set up a Zoom meeting with
me and that link will be added to the website in the coming week. Until then, if you know
anyone who wants that link have them email me and I’ll send them the link in response.

● So excited to attend the last in-person Recruitment Team and Rho Gamma meetings
tonight, so proud of the work Brooke and Jess have done with these women so far!

Vice President of Risk Management- Oriana Ravenna: ucfpanrisk@gmail.com

● I am so sad our last in person Recruitment Team and RhoGam meetings are tonight but
it’s going to be so much fun!

● I wanted to tell you that the Student Health Advisory Committee and Sober Knights are
hosting a speaker and presentation from Mr. Bill DeMott who is the father of former UCF
student, Keri Ann Demott. Her family created the Keri Anne DeMott Foundation as a
result of her tragic death due to the hands of a DUI offender.

● Mr. Demott will be speaking on April 18th from 1-2pm in the UCF’s Student Union Key
West Ballroom. This event is especially good for anyone within the UCF Housing,
Student Government, or UCF Greek Life in general.

● I will be linking the information here on the minutes for anyone who wants to attend!
● #NoMoreEmptySeats | University of Central Florida Events (ucf.edu)
● As always, you can find this on the link tree and PAN website!

Vice President of Public Relations- Amy Le:ucfpanpr@gmail.com
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● Our PR committee met for the very first time in person!
○ We discussed and brainstormed various ways to utilize our online platforms for

recruitment. Pan Dels, I will be sending out the minutes to your presidents as well
as our PR chairs, as requested by the end of this week.

● Fun Facts regarding Panhellenic:
■ The youngest woman to ever grace the cover of Forbes Billionaire list was

a Tri Delta
■ The first female astronaut from the U.S was a Delta Zeta

● Pan-shoutouts of the week:
○ “Shoutout to Deaanna for coming to pan every single week ily” -Hadley A.
○ “Shoutout to my knee brace buddy, clearly we’re one in the same, love you long

time”- Alyssa Russo
○ “Miss Prez ily and I’m sorry I’m never there but I am so proud of you every

single day!!!” - Kenna Peru
○ My little Kelsey is killing it as Academic Chair!!! <3 <3 and just overall is

amazing” - Caitlin Moore
○ Shoutout to my big Darla!! I am so beyond blessed to have you, <3,  Char” -

Charlotte Grimes
○ “Shoutout to my incredible chapter!! Love y’all so much <3 Maddy Marsh”

-Maddy Ashton
○ “Shoutout to Chi O for absolutely KILLING it at KD, so proud of you all!!!”

-Jayley H
○ “To Megan Aand Chelsea K. keep shining loves <3” -Charlotte C.
○ “Thank you UCF Pan for giving me my bestie Jill Cinco” -Nicole
○ “Shoutout to my JPAN Kiara you’re going to kill it today! <3 Grace” -Grace

Golba
○ “Shoutout Meghan K (chi o japan) for speaking today ur gonna kill it!!!” <3 - Lily
○ “Shoutout to Lexi, who looks great in my glasses. Iykyk” - Olivia Stevvens
○ “S/o to my gamma phi beta bestie mitch! Ily!! Xoxo, char from theta <333” -

Charlotte Grimes
○ “Lexi on Pan, you’re amazing! Your pan liaisons love you <3” - Nikki

Mordwinkin
○ “Maddy Rametta– thank you for doing such an amazing job as pan del! From

your pres <3”
Vice President of Community Involvement- Grace Schmorrow: ucfpaninvolvement@gmail.com

● I have received barely any feedback on whether or not people will attend the picnic event,
and I really don’t want to stress people out during finals week, so I have decided to push
this event back to next semester! Most likely at the beginning of the fall semester as a
back to school picnic.

● Carolina Perez in KD is hosting a pan donation drive for the Boys and Girls Club of
Central Florida April 4th through April 14th. The boxes are in Alpha Delta Pi, Alpha
Epsilon Phi, Alpha Xi Delta, Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Pi Beta Phi, and OFSL. They are looking for lined paper, pens, hygiene
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products, backpacks, calculators, non-perishable foods, dorm necessities, binders,
notebooks, and flash drives. Email me for more information!

● Volunteer UCF is hosting a volunteer shift at United Against Poverty. They will be
helping stock the grocery store shelves, cleaning and organizing, sorting products from
the distribution center, and processing incoming donations at the member marketplace!
Email me if you are interested.

● Does anyone have any questions?

Vice President of Leadership and Academic Development- Shenella Foster:
ucfpanlad@gmail.com

● Last week I presented at the RhoGam meeting regarding leadership.
● Learning styles

○ EducationPlanner.org has a self-assessment that tells you the percentages of your
learning style. This is a real great tool to use leading up to finals to have the most
effective study sessions.

○ This website also has assessments for current study habits and what you can
change or keep the same. As well as the kind of student you are.

● Pan Dels please send me your alumna chair’s emails so we can start sending out promos
for the Career Fair in the Fall.

○ The VP for DGC who is also a Brother of Pi Delta Psi reached out to me today
about collaborating for the career fair initiative.

■ I am so proud of all the steps you all have taken to make the other councils
feel comfortable around us.

● The next study party will be held at Alpha Delta Pi on the 18th at 7 pm.
● Pan Scholar/Leaders for the month of March.

○ Scholar: Nya Hedman
■ Nya was recently accepted in Cornell Law School for the Fall to pursue a

legal career in the government sector with a focus on human rights and
gender justice. Her academic achievements are beyond impressive and we
are so proud of Nya for her hard work paying off. She has received
Presidents and Deans list every single semester and has had multiple
impressive internships ontop of being involved in AEPhi and volunteering.
We cannot wait to see all that accomplishes at Cornell!

○ Leader: Jillian Beauchamp
■ She has filled many positions in and out of DZ such as Philanthropy

assistant, assistant guard, cheers for charity chair, Rho Gamma,
Knight-thon dancer relations, sisterhood chair, recruitment team. She has
been absolutely successful in all of them. She is a great leader and knows
how to delegate when needed. She is not only someone to look up to
because she contains qualities of a leader, communication, time
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management, authority, and listening skills, but she also is caring and
passionate about everything she does.

Vice President of Recruitment Guides- Jess Losardo: ucfpanrecruitmentguides@gmail.com

● Tonight is the last rho gamma meeting of the semester! We are having a potluck to
celebrate the semester coming to an end.

● The rest of the meetings are throughout the summer on zoom, so the next time I see all of
these beautiful women won’t be til SPIRIT WEEK!

Vice President of Administration- Alyssa Russo: ucf.pan.vpa@gmail.com

● I have received only 4 checks for Rho Gamma Fees so please make sure your presidents
and finance chairs are getting those together because they are due April 15th (next
Friday) at 4:45pm in my mailbox in OFSL

● Pan Dels please let your presidents know to be on the lookout for an email from me if
they haven’t been dropped off!

● Please let your finance chairs that they will be receiving a spreadsheet in regards to
individual chapter dues, more information will be in that email and those edits will be due
April 10th as they need to be approved and uploaded by the 11th

● PAN QOTW: if you were a rho gam (even if you weren’t) what is a piece of advice or
something you wish you knew going into recruitment?

● Just a quick reminder, everyone around you is going through something that is each their
own that may be affecting them in a way that you may not realize and so please just
remember to have courage and be kind

Vice President of Diversity, Equity & Inclusion- Lexi Butler: ucfpandei@gmail.com

● Pan PR Meeting
○ Had a great time speaking at the Pan PR meeting last monday, presenting

“Diversity on your social medias” with topics on tokenizing and how to prevent it,
promoting diversity beyond physical representation, and promoting DEI beyond
social media. Thank you Amy and PRs for having me and I can’t wait see yalls
new content!

● Cross council pairings
○ Besides IFC since we already do things with fraternities, DGC and NPHC liaisons

have been working on getting some cross-council pairings or social event ideas
with their respected councils

○ DGC Liaisons will talk more on some that are coming in the near future!
● DEI page on pan website

○ Going to consists of DEI initiatives from Pan to enhance the inclusivity of our
community, How Pan will prioritize DEI, Why DEI? In general, resources
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available on campus in relation to mental health, physical health, equity, and
more, as well as shedding light on the fact that Pan executive council has a VP of
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion and every chapter has a similar DEI chair or
committee as well.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Advisor reports:

● Viancca:
○ UCF Giving Day is tomorrow - stop by the Student Union from 11 am to 4 pm to

be part of the events! If you’re able to, please support NPHC’s Garden Project!
○ THRIVE New Member Education Team training is taking place this Sunday,

April 10 at CB2 201 from 1 pm to 4:30 pm - thank you to all PAN chapters for
registering!

○ Moratorium on events with alcohol begins April 17 and lasts until the fall
semester

○ Chapter President and Advisor Meeting is taking place on Wednesday, April 20 at
6 pm via Zoom

○ Packet 2 is due via Webcourses on Friday, April 22 at 5 pm
○ Safe and Sober Monitor Training is taking place on Monday, April 11 from 1-3

pm via Zoom

Chair Reports:

InterFraternity Council: Liaisons - Emily M, Bella

● Not too much from me today!
● IFC is working on their calendar still; working on fall organization
● Recruitment director for IFC is working on contacting Pan

Diversified Greek Council: Liaisons - Nicole, Katie
●

National Pan-Hellenic Council: Liaisons -  Aviana Fedele, Lexi

● Fast fact: Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority inc. was founded at Howard university in 1908
and currently have 1046 chapters in 10 countries.

● We sent a google doc to all that chapter presidents collaborate on all the events happening
within pan and NPHC.



Greek Council:

● N/A

Chapter reports:

Alpha Delta Pi- Maddison Rametta
● Happy Pan Wednesday, thank you Gamma Phi Beta for hosting!
● We had a great time last week at McQueens with Sigma Chi for our social!
● Last Friday, we enjoyed having some of the Diversified Greek Council and National

Pan-Hellenic Council chapters come to our house tour and mixer! We look forward to
some events with them in the future!

● We had a great time at Kappa Delta Shakedown last night, thank you Kappa Delta for a
great event!

● We are looking forward to our Pan Pairing with Gamma Phi Beta tomorrow!
● QOTW: Our girls said: just making it more clear overall how to do personal research on

chapters, examples being link trees for each chapter Instagram, and making sure each
chapter page is updated with philanthropy information. Someone else said: emphasizing
the importance of going into recruitment with a completely open mind, as well as more
information about the recruitment process in general through emails and Instagram posts!

● That’s all from me, have a great week!!

Alpha Epsilon Phi- Balyn Siegel
● Hi everyone, hope you all had a great week!
● We hope you all had a great time at Bowlanthropy, thank you to everyone who

participated and helped us raise money for our philanthropy.
● We had so much fun at Kappa Delta Shakedown seeing everyone’s routines and

supporting another great cause.
● Tonight we have our senior send off where we make fun personal presentations that sum

up each of the seniors time in Aephi.
● Friday is our semi formal at the American Social on I-Drive and we cannot wait!
● Pan Question Of The Week: A lot of girls had no prior greek life exposure so they were

really lost on the whole process in general and what exactly a sorority is and didn’t know
what values based recruitment meant or knew how impactful being in a sorority is. They
thought it would be super helpful to have an informational with recent/soon to be
graduates to have an open conversation with all questions and answers before
recruitment.



Alpha Xi Delta- Hannah Feingold
● Happy Wednesday
● Thank you Gamma Phi Beta for hosting!
● We had so much fun participating in Kappa Delta’s shakedown competition!!
● Next week we have our formal which we are all looking forward to!
● We also have our pan pairing event coming up with Zeta Tau Alpha that’ll be so much

fun!
● We are still working hard with Theta Chi and Zeta Beta Taus competitions!
● Today we have a sister study party at the house!
● In response to the pan question, some of the things our sisters said was

○ “I wish I had known more about the process of going through recruitment online,
so I could have prepared myself and really got the most out of talking to each
chapter since we couldn’t have parties in person.”

○ “I definitely wish I knew more about the process and what to expect going in. I
felt like instagram posts were easiest to get information from.”

Chi Omega- Meghan K will be presenting for Natalie Ingrum
● Hey everyone! Happy Pan Wednesday!
● Thank you Alpha Delta Pi & Gamma Phi Beta for hosting!
● We had so much fun this past weekend at our Sisterhood Retreat! Due to the weather, we

moved it to Boardwalk Bowl but our sisters still had a blast!
● We celebrated our 24th anniversary of being on this campus as well as Chi Omega’s

Founders Day!
● We were so excited to dance in Kappa Delta Shakedown yesterday! I know our sisters

had so much fun participating and raising money for Prevent Child Abuse of America.
● Next Monday we have our partial proceeds at Chipotle from 5-9pm! Make sure to come

out to support Make A Wish!
● For the Pan Question of the Week, Chi Omega hoped to receive information on tips on

what to do when the conversation is awkward, more detailed information about the costs
of being in a sorority, and how to brace yourself for the emotions of recruitment. We hope
to receive this information from rho gammas, instagram, and group me's.

Delta Delta Delta- Elise Kimbrough
● Hi everyone, thank you Gamma Phi for hosting!
● This past weekend we had our Dad's day and loved getting to have our Dad's here. We

also loved getting to participate in Kappa Delta shakedown last night! We are so excited
for our philanthropy event Delta’s House Of Pancakes tomorrow from 6:30 to 9 and
would love to see y'all there to eat pancakes for the kids! We also are so excited to
participate in GI Theta Chi on Saturday!



● I asked my chapter the Question Of The Week and they said dues of each house, meal
plans, housing contracts, house tours, philanthropy, and values.

● That's all from me, have a great week y'all!

Delta Zeta- Sophia Romano
● Thank you Gamma Phi Beta for hosting!!
● We had fun supporting and competing at Kappa Delta Shakedown last night!
● We have our formal on Friday which is so exciting!
● We can’t wait to support and participate in Theta Chi’s philanthropy event this week!
● Next week we are going to a Solar Bears Game!
● We are so excited for our pan pairing event with Tri Delta next Wednesday!
● Pan Question:

○ 1. “…Outfit examples posted on the website.”
○ 2. “…Details of the days posted on instagram, groupme etc to know what is

happening each day.”
○ 3. “…Stories about girls’ recruitment experience via the website and facebook.”
○ 4. “…Fun facts about each chapter could be posted on instagram leading up to

recruitment.”
● Thank you, have a great week! :)

Gamma Phi Beta- Madison Marsh
● Hi Everyone!
● Thank you all so much for coming!
● I hope everyone is having a great week so far!
● We had an absolute blast at Shakedown last night! Everyone did so amazing and I know I

had a blast, living out my Mr.305 dreams!
● We had the best time at Bowlanthropy last week, thank you Alpha Epsilon Phi for putting

on such a fun philanthropy event!
● We absolutely cannot wait to have our Spring Philanthropy event Crescent Carnival this

Sunday April 10th 12pm-3pm at Lake Claire! You can purchase tickets to our event
through our crowdchange link! It is in our bio on instagram!

● In preparation for our carnival we will be having a week of events leading up including a
water balloon paint event on Thursday at the free speech lawn from 12-3, and a partial
proceeds at Toasted on Friday!

● We have Mother Daughter day this Saturday and we are so excited to take all the
important women in our life to a comedy club!

● We are also so excited for our sisterhood pairing event tomorrow night with Alpha Delta
Pi. We are watching Dirty Dancing and eating some fun snacks so we are all looking
forward to that!



● In response to last week's question, as a PNM, some info they would like to receive prior
to recruitment was more information on what to expect as far as the schedule of their day,
and they would have liked that information to be communicated through Instagram and
other social media platforms!

● That's all from me. I hope everyone has a great week!

Kappa Alpha Theta- Kiara Presenting for Grace Golba
● Hi everyone, thank you Gamma Phi for hosting!
● We had so much fun at Kappa Delta shakedown yesterday.
● We are also looking forward to our formal on April 13th at the Balcony in downtown

Orlando.
● We are looking forward to the final philanthropy events this Spring as well.
● As a PMN, some information that I hoped to receive before recruitment were the dates of

everything going on and a rundown of what the week would look like. The best way that
I believe I got these was through instagram and emails.

● That’s it from me, hope you all have a great rest of your week!

Kappa Delta- Krista Kennedy
● Thank you Gamma Phi Beta for hosting!
● Thank you so much to everyone who participated in Shakedown and donated to Prevent

Child Abuse America. We had such an amazing time last night and hope you did too!!
● We are looking forward to our social tonight with Sigma Chi.
● We are also looking forward to our sisterhood pairing event with Pi Beta Phi next week!
● Question Of The Week: I hoped to receive information about the leadership opportunities

and potential future after Greek life, and I hope to receive it through one on one's with
my future sisters and through the recruitment team.

● I was so concerned about outfits, an instagram story with outfit ideas on actual girls
would be good.

● Hope everyone has a great rest of your week.

Kappa Kappa Gamma-  Hadley Atchinson
● Hi everyone, thank you so much to Gamma Phi Beta for hosting!
● We had such a great time participating in Kappa Delta's Shakedown last night and are so

proud of all our sisters that danced in the competition!
● We have been keeping our semester going strong through sisterhood studies!
● We are so excited for our Dad's day this Friday! We will be going to Arcade Monsters to

play games and enjoy some food!
● We are also having Mom's Day this Saturday where we will be going on a self-guided

tour of the Henry P. Leu Gardens and enjoying lunch at the house afterward!



● To answer the pan question for this week, we would have liked to receive information
about exactly how recruitment worked, information about each chapter, and how to stay
true to yourself during recruitment. We think this would have been seen easily through an
Instagram post or story!

● That's all from me, have a great week!

Pi Beta Phi- Hannah Lewis

● Hi everyone! Happy Wednesday thank you Gamma Phi Beta and Alpha Delta Pi for
hosting!

● This past weekend we had our new members finally initiated into Pi Beta Phi and we're
so excited to finally call them sisters! We also participated in Kappa Delta shakedown
and had so much fun.

● This week we will be having a study night at the house along with our grab a date at Saks
Comedy Lab on Thursday night.

● We are very excited to still be participating in Delta Sigma Pi’, Phi Gamma Delta, and
Zeta Beta Tau's philanthropy events along with getting ready for our own! Pi Beta Phi
will be hosting our first ever Halo Hoops on April 14th! It will be hosted at the
Recreation and Wellness Center’s  outdoor courts at 5:30 pm and we would love to see
everyone there!

● I also asked my chapter the question of the week and some sisters said that they would’ve
liked to know a run down of financials from each chapter, knowing what to wear each
day, and having a schedule beforehand to know what their days will look like.

● That’s all from me, have a fabulous week!

Zeta Tau Alpha- Jill Cinco

● Thank you Gamma Phi Beta for hosting today!
● Our girls had a lot of fun at Delta Upsilon’s Copa Delta, where we took home the win in

soccer!
● We had so much fun at Kappa Delta’s Shakedown, it was such a cool event.
● Our answer to the Pan question is we would have liked to know what to bring and wear

during recruitment, received that information on an instagram post or an instagram story.
● Have a great week!

Attendance
Alpha Delta Pi (14)
Alpha Epsilon Phi (7)
Alpha Xi Delta (3)
Chi Omega (5)



Delta Delta Delta (2)
Delta Zeta (10)
Gamma Phi Beta (hosted)
Kappa Alpha Theta (9)
Kappa Delta (11)
Kappa Kappa Gamma (5)
Pi Beta Phi (5)
Zeta Tau Alpha (5)

Attendance winner for this week was [Alpha Delta Pi].

The next meeting will be April 13, 2022, 3:30pm at Zeta Tau Alpha

ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at [4:27pm].

[Alyssa Russo ], Vice President of Administration

Approval: []


